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Brief History

Barry Shell created the GCS Research Society in 1993. He researched and
interviewed dozens of Canadian scientists, and in 1995 he posted the profiles to a
personal website at Simon Fraser University where he worked. That website led to
the book Great Canadian Scientists and a companion CD-ROM featuring video
interviews and science games. Science.ca established in 2001.

Scope and Coverage

It contains rich narrative biography with clear graphic explanation to describe
Canada's greatest scientists and their achievements. Biographies are 277 Canadian
scientists and their work in 39 areas of expertise. Out of them 222 (80%) are men
and 54 (19%) are women. Among the profile oldest profiled scientist was born on
May 2, 1797, the youngest scientist was born in December 10, 2011. 4,508 answers
are from experts to 4,597 questions asked by visitors. There are 29 activities and
games to try. There are 253 questions in the quiz.

Kind of Information

Each entry contains the story of their achievement, career, and invention alongwith
photo. Some entries contain video of profiled scientist.

Special Features

 This site includes almost 30 science-based experiments and games
 Hundreds of science-based quizzes are there (all answers can be found on the
site)
 An Ask-a-Scientist facility with close to 1,000 answered questions in eight






categories presents in this site
A list of links to important Canadian science-related web sites
Important news items are there from the world of Canadian science.
A growing Canadian science job listing service is also provided.
It presents top 10 scientific achievements.

Arrangement Pattern

Entries are arranged by category (engineering, mathematical and computer science,
physics, chemistry, earth science and ecology, biology, health and medicine and
others) region (east, west, ontario, quebec and others), gender(male and female).
Profiles are also distinguished by major profiles, nominated, Canadian first, Nobel
Laureates)

Remarks

It is a large online biographical tool for Canadian scientist.
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